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COMMENTARY

Pits with aspiration explain life expectancy
of a conifer species
Steven Jansena,1 and Scott McAdama,b

Considerable attention has been given to the well-
known growth–longevity trade-off in biology, but mech-
anistic explanations for this trade-off remain incompletely
understood. While a life history trade-off is generally
assumed to result from resource allocation conflicts (1),
Roskilly et al. (2) provide convincing evidence that a
single trait of xylem anatomy governs the growth–
longevity trade-off in the conifer species Pinus ponder-
osa. By applying a dendrochronological approach to
uncouple the effects of xylem anatomy on tree age
and size, the authors show that the micromorphology
of bordered pits may provide a mechanistic explanation
for why fast-growing trees of P. ponderosa have a much
shorter life span than their slow-growing counterparts.

Bordered pits in conifer xylem have been de-
scribed in detail for more than 100 y. The unique pit
membrane of conifers, composed of a thickened,
central torus held in place by a highly porous margo, is
believed to have evolved to ensure efficient water
transport through narrow, unicellular tracheids, which
have a naturally higher resistance to water flow than
the broad, multicellular vessels in angiosperms (3). As-
piration of the pit aperture by the torus has a long
history of observation (4), with available evidence sug-
gesting that torus displacement to an aspirated posi-
tion requires a force below 3 μN (5). The key function
of pit membrane aspiration is to prevent the spread of
drought-induced air embolism into neighboring tra-
cheids (6). Although the actual mechanisms governing
embolism resistance in conifers are not fully under-
stood, the torus area that covers the pit border upon
aspiration can explain variation in embolism resistance
within and between species (7–9). Aspiration of the pit
aperture by the torus not only stops air entry into
neighboring tracheids but also affects the movement
of xylem sap between adjacent cells, as well as the
permeability of liquids, preservatives, and gases in
timbers, which has noteworthy consequences for the
paper and pulp industry.

The most interesting finding of Roskilly et al. (2) is
that the amount of torus overlap correlates with the

growth rate and longevity of P. ponderosa within and
between populations. Large torus overlap values were
found in both young and old slow-growing trees, the
oldest of which had lived for 450 y, while fast-growing
trees showed narrower torus overlap and reached a
maximum age of 125 y only. Although Roskilly et al.
do not include hydraulic or gas exchange measure-
ments, it is likely that the difference in torus overlap
between these 2 cohorts has major consequences for
the hydraulic safety and efficiency of the xylem, and
consequently photosynthetic capacity and growth rates
(Fig. 1). While torus overlap is known to be the main
determinant of embolism resistance, it is less clear how
torus overlap relates to hydraulic efficiency. Since the
margo of P. ponderosa is highly porous and consider-
ably large, the main hydraulic bottleneck is thought to
be pit aperture in this species. While computational
modeling suggests that pit apertures represent a
small proportion (up to 25%) of the total pit resistance
to water flow (10–12), other studies suggested that
the modeled aperture resistance is considerably higher
than margo resistance, especially in embolism-resistant
species of the Cupressaceae (13, 14). Assuming that
pit density and functional sapwood area between the
fast- and slow-growing young trees is fairly similar,
minor differences in pit aperture size and therefore
torus overlap are likely to affect hydraulic efficiency
in P. ponderosa.

Other xylem-related traits such as tracheid diame-
ter and wood density did not show any significant
difference between the fast-growing and slow-growing
trees of P. ponderosa. This is surprising because both
tracheid dimensions, especially tracheid width, and
wood density have been given considerable attention
with respect to hydraulic safety and efficiency within
a wood economics spectrum (15). Measurements of
tracheid width and wood density are more straightfor-
ward than quantification of torus overlap, which requires
pit membrane, torus, and pit aperture measurements
based on (electron) microscopy. The finding that to-
rus overlap represents the only xylem characteristic
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associated with the growth–longevity trade-off illustrates the func-
tional importance of this well-hidden wood anatomical feature in
the species studied. To what extent this result can be generalized
to other conifer species both at an intraspecific and interspecific
level requires further research. Anecdotal evidence from 2 species
of Callitris native to Australia suggests that the finding by Roskilly
et al. may be general: Torus overlap in Callitris columellaris is
considerably larger than torus overlap in Callitris rhomboidea (Fig.
1). This difference in torus overlap corresponds with reported
differences in longevity, growth rate, and embolism resistance
between these 2 species, with C. columellaris growing slower,
living longer, and having considerably more embolism-resistant
xylem than C. rhomboidea (16, 17).

Importantly, the torus overlap difference between fast- and
slow-growing trees of P. ponderosa is driven by variation in pit
aperture area, while dimensions of the pit membrane and torus
remain fairly constant, independent of growth rate and the
amount of seasonal drought experienced by populations from a
wetter and a drier field site. This finding is in line with earlier work
that shows how pit aperture variation drives torus overlap in re-
lation to embolism resistance (7–9, 14), and raises the following
question: What determines pit aperture size? Since pit membrane,
margo, and torus dimensions remain relatively constant, it can be
assumed that either secondary wall thickness and/or the slope of
the pit chamber roof (i.e., the inner pit border partly overlapping
the pit membrane) control pit aperture size, with thicker cell walls
and/or a more shallow slope of the pit border resulting in narrow
pit apertures. Although direct observations of tracheid wall thick-
ness were not provided, the authors speculate that variation in
wall thickness is fairly low due to limited variation in wood den-
sity. Secondary wall thickness, which is also associated with the

duration of the cell enlargement phase during tracheid ontogeny
(18), should be given more attention as a possible explanation
for pit aperture variation. It is currently unclear whether pit cham-
ber roofs differ in their slope between fast- and slow-growing
trees of P. ponderosa, while future work should also focus on
how exactly site-specific secondary cell wall deposition is locally
prevented at the pit aperture during bordered pit development
and tracheid differentiation (19).

A major unknown from the data of Roskilly et al. is what killed
the earlier generations of fast-growing P. ponderosa, given that
logging in the remote field sites selected can be excluded. Con-
sidering the importance of the torus overlap for preventing embo-
lism spread during drought, it is tempting to speculate that major
drought events in the past were the ultimate agents of death for
previous generations of fast-growing individuals in a popula-
tion, with the slow-growing individuals being marginally more
resistant to drought-induced embolism and thus surviving.
Given the current rate of climate change and the increased
severity and frequency of drought events globally, we might
experience conditions that will test the hypothesis that fast-
growing individuals of P. ponderosa are less likely to survive
drought events (20).

The main lesson from Roskilly et al. is that further attention
needs to be placed on the torus–aperture ratio when exploring
future questions of conifer hydraulic safety and efficiency, growth
rates, life span, and the mechanisms driving tree mortality. Al-
though bordered pits are known to present a key evolutionary
feature that enabled vascular plants to transport water under neg-
ative pressure, our mechanistic understanding of how bordered pit
membranes affect water flow in plants remains an important future
challenge for both gymnosperms and angiosperms (21–23). Indeed,

Fig. 1. Scanning electron microscopy images of a bordered pit with a torus–margo pit membrane between adjacent tracheids in wood of C.
columellaris (Left) and C. rhomboidea (Right). Clear differences in the torus–aperture ratio can be seen, which result from a difference in aperture
dimensions (A, blue area), while the torus (T, yellow) and margo (M) sizes are more or less similar. Functional implications associated with torus
overlap are summarized with respect to embolism resistance, hydraulic efficiency, growth rate, and longevity.
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how exactly plants transport water under negative pressure is not
fully understood, even though this topic represents a long-standing
question in plant biology (21). Therefore, the integration of descrip-
tive, experimental, and modeling data combining functional plant
anatomy with ecophysiological measurements on water transport
and gas exchange in plants will undoubtedly remain an important

research field over the next decades, with many exciting discoveries
to be made.
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